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Attendees:

Ashok, ruksana, santosh*, Protima, Reshu*, Jay, Dr. A.R.K. Pillai, Dr. Narayan Iyer, Cecil Joseph, Madhu*

*on phone

CDDP

Annual budget renewal presentation

Schools in interior Tamil nadu for released bonded labor children

The villages are mostly sc/st

Schools started in 1997 but asha had been supporting it since 1994.

4 of these schools are supported by SAC and there are 3 supported by asha- 162 kids

All the children in CDDP schools are now in government schools

So now the schools are basically supporting the educational needs of the children after school.

These kids are really poor, don't know how to learn after school and these centers provide educational support

for these kids

The kids also get snacks and shoes and uniforms for schools for the kids

Finally got site visit done in October this year 

They visited 5 of 7 schools and the first thing they noticed that the schools and surrounding villages were very

good. 

Arungulam was the first school- there were 21 children present. These are children from the rat catching tribe

and now the kids who go there are able to get jobs like shopkeepers and factory workers. 

Nemesis was the next school they visited where they met with two students who were successful in moving

forward, one works as a bore well operator.

The next one is Nellatur- there is a girl from the school that now has a scholarship to study bsc in chennai.

The other two schools are chivada, Karin nizamapattu- these schools have teachers from local schools and

also the children here are doing well because of the support that they get from CDDP.

The site visit also looked at the accounts. CDDP does a lot of other activities besides running the school and

asha funds were kept in a separate account.

We have been delaying their funding so they have borrowed money since may 2012- Rs. Four Lakhs thirty

thousand

It appears that they have had a pattern of getting money late from asha and they would borrow money to tide

themselves till they get our money.

They expect money from us and they are comfortable with borrowing because they expect us to send them

money!!!

There are no receipts maintained for the monies they are borrowing and there is only a simple ledger entry for

monies borrowed

We need to know from them whether they have done anything to raise monies from other resources for the

schools

The schools' documents are all maintained in a separate place by an outside accountant.

Any receipts issued by the schools are all informally maintained instead of actually trying to formalize and

making sure that there is a track of what's being purchased and what's being spent.
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The site visitors felt that the children were very responsive, happy and doing very well academically.

Site visitors suggested that we should look at funding before the school starts to prevent borrowing.

CDDP has a get together of all asha schools but there is nothing they do to connect with either urban or other

local schools.

The marks for these kids are are phenomenal for 10 th grade the average marks seem to be above 80%

consistently for all children.

The budget being presented is slept it into phase I schools, II and III schools.

For the first phase schools Rs. 216462(2 schools)

The phase 2 schools (2 schools) Rs. 227722

The phase 3 school (3 school) Rs. 276902

The total budget includes the general program and admin costs, museum tour, staff meeting, get together for

the children, admin staff like cleaners etc. add up Rs.75,000

The total is close to Rs. Eight Lakhs 

what is the long term goal of CDDP? Are the marks higher because of CDDP or because of the schools there

being good? How are the students selected for CDDP schools? It appears that They do turn away some kids

so is there a need or is there no need?

The children are initially enrolled via application and then helped through till finishing school.

The steward gives a thumbs up- but for now the questions have to be answered so that we get answers.

Overall SAC overall we should work on something that is an incentive to the kids to do better.

Find out what is the overall budget for CDDP? Besides educational

FR/PR

Diwali turkey trot- need vols

IO in the works

eBay submitted today- thanks to vijit, Ayushi and team

We are working on persistence, VMware.

IDF Foundation

 Going back Dr.Pillai started the Indian Leprosy Foundation and his vision founded this organization

His vision was to help in social justice issues so in the 60s he started working with 7 leprosy patients and today

his work has brought leprosy down to less than One Lakhs patients.

Dr. Pillai was a communications experts and he was able to do spread the word about his work via  print and

radio media.

He was able to make an impact at the national level by being. Part of a committee that designed a strategy to

connect patients to medication, increase reporting of leprosy.

The foundation was also invited by Dr.Kalam and Dr. Manmohan singh

The foundation now works with health, education and social justice issues.

Education- started bal gurukuls which started in Jaipur with a few children and now there are 100 schools all

over India. 

The children in these schools are young and also drop outs and the goal is to impart non formal education so

that the children were able to get into regular schools.

The schools also impart value based education- what does education mean? How does it empower the family?

How will it improve their lives?

Other programs like Cleft correction programs, etc.

Even though there are so many NGOs working towards education, why are there still do many uneducated

children?

They also do a women empowerment program for employment and vocational training. The ggoal is to help the

families improve and move forward.

Clean India program- Dr. Pillai was charged with cleaning up the country. Their program is in Asia's second

largest slum. The plan is not to clean the slums but to work from within to teach them how to do lead a healthy,

productive life and live in cleanliness.

Also doing TB awareness- now TB is a notifiable disease so you have to report it to the local authorities

because it is an airborne disease.

The ultimate aim is to evolve a civic society

IDF is a self sustaining agency and this is because they belive that if they take money from someone there will

be strings attached.

IDF believes that schools are critical to evolve a good productive society.
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Switch to: Text-Only, Daily Digest • Unsubscribe • Terms of Use • Send us Feedback

Have good people and generate funds via donation

Right they have 20,000 schools, 1 Million volunteers, and many thousands of committed ambassadors, besides

having 50 employees in each of their offices.

Icann program to create highly educated children so they can prepare and appear for IIT but no one took the

bait so they created an I discover program where children are educated about industry, and other such

programs to increase awareness.

Jayramam will send cideos IDF.org.in

Flyer for the Friday event.
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